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Abstract

We build a system by looking solely at au-
thors’ writing or spoken transcriptions to
predict his first language. The system is
trained on 11000 essays and 11000 speech
transcriptions from ETS TOEFL test. A
variety of features representation, includ-
ing using deep neural network are tested,
together with heavy data argumentation
technique. Our best model is able to clas-
sify 11 different non-English languages
with an accuracy of 84%, approaching the
current state-of-the-art model (85%).

1 Introduction

The problem of Native Language Identification
has been an ongoing research topic in the realm
of NLP, which is defined as the process of deter-
mining the author’s first language given a piece of
work in his/her second language. This is based on
the observation that language learners tends to in-
corporate grammar and vocabulary usage-pattern
from their native languages, which can be lever-
aged amongst the author with same first language
and classify unseen literature work accordingly.
Due to the nature of this task that involves gather-
ing work from authors that is not delivered in their
native language, the dataset available for this task
has been limited and primarily focuses on writ-
ten articles. In this project, we intend to use both
written and spoken responses to make predictions
since spoken language is likely to exhibits simi-
lar common language usage amongst the speakers
with same native language.

There are numerous applications to this tasks.
Language education and forensic profiling are ex-
amples. By identifying common language usage
amongst language learners, educational practices
can tailor the materials towards it and address any

issues they may see. This classifier can also be
useful in profiling anonymous text and spoken re-
sponse, possibly from sources like the Internet
where anonymous identities are a norm.

While the NLI task has commonly been tack-
led by using multi-class supervised learning al-
gorithms such as SVM. we aim to 1) reproduce
state-of-the-art accuracy with existing methodolo-
gies and provide analysis to features, and 2) ex-
periment some novice approaches to the tasks and
compare the performances to the state-of-the-art.
Particularly, there are few previous work on NLI
using deep learning methodologies. One big ad-
vantage of using neural network over traditional
supervised learning is to circumvent the labor in
feature engineering and to bypass the need of do-
main knowledge. We investigate the use of CNN
and RNN on this task and also try to incorporate
the network weights to SVM and see if neural net-
work can be useful in NLI and replace the labor of
feature engineering.

2 Background/Related Work

The first shared task focusing on Native Language
Identification (Tetreault et al., 2013) was held in
2013, using the new TOEFL11 corpus. N-gram
features (word, character and POS) are the most
commonly used features.

The winner was (Jarvis et al., 2013), with an
accuracy of 83.6%. They use word, POS, and
lemma. The essays are normalized to unit length
and a log-entropy weighting schema to the nor-
malized values are used. They use a single opti-
mized SVM classifier.

Many teams design ensemble-based systems
and achieve high accuracy as well. For instance,
(Gyawali et al., 2013) use n-grams of characters,
words, POS tags and perplexity values of char-
acter n-grams to build four different models and



combine the models using a voting-based ensem-
ble of SVM classifiers with TF-IDF normaliza-
tion, which gets an accuracy of 74.8%. (Goutte
et al., 2013) use similar lexical features as above
along with syntactic dependencies. They also use
an ensemble of SVM classifiers with a majority
vote combiner method and achieve an accuracy of
81.8%.

(Bykh and Meurers, 2014) explore different
types of feature representations in single-and
cross-corpus settings. Lexicalized production
rules (i.e. preterminal nodes and terminals) are
included. They also propose two representa-
tions based on a variationist perspective on the
choices made in the linguistic system. They use a
probabilities-based ensemble classifier, reporting
an accuracy of 84.82% on the Toefl11-Test set.

(Ionescu et al., 2014) combined several string
kernels based on character n-grams using multiple
kernel learning and used Kernel Ridge Regression
and Kernel Discriminant Analysis, reporting an
accuracy of 85.3% on the Toefl11-Test set. They
further explored their approach with additional ex-
periments (Ionescu et al., 2016), but they didn’t
achieve higher accuracy.

Many attempts are devoted to applying deep
learning to tackle the NLI task. However, neu-
ral network based deep learning has not produced
state-of-the-art results on this task.

3 Dataset

3.1 Data Acquisition

We use dataset provided by ETS. NLI Shared Task
2017 provides essays and speech transcriptions of
spoken responses from the same non-native En-
glish speakers whose L1 native languages rang-
ing from 11 languages including Arabic, Chinese,
French, German, Hindi, Italian, Japanese, Korean,
Spanish, Telugu and Turkish. Since the dataset is
meant for NLI tasks, it is ensured to include di-
verse language families with even data distribu-
tions.

The training set contains 11,000 essays (1,000
per L1) and 11,000 orthographic transcriptions of
45-second English spoken responses, (1,000 per
L1). The development set includes 1,100 (100 per
L1) essays and 1,100 (100 per L1) transcriptions.
We are also given the prompt (topic) of the essays
and spoken response, though the prompts are just
numerical IDs without any hints of semantics .

3.2 Data Preparation and Augmentation

There are 1000 examples per language class, each
essay consists of around 300 to 500 words. The
spoken responses are much shorter at around 50
words per transcriptions, including speech disflu-
ency words like ”um”, ”well”, etc. A total of
11000 samples for 11 classes is not enough to train
a good deep language model, hence we seek a few
ways to augment the data in order to make our ex-
periment with neural network models meaningful.
We devised three ways for data argumentation:

(1) Noticing that each essay typically consists
of 4-5 paragraphs, We separate the essay into para-
graphs and use each as our new examples and re-
tain their corresponding class labels, which yields
49993 training examples and 4991 evaluation ex-
amples. We can use the new and larger size train-
ing set to train our model, and predict on the orig-
inal evaluation set that have complete essay (we
call this para2essay), (2) we can also train on the
larger training set and predict on the larger evalua-
tion set, then use a voting system (max-pooling) to
combine the prediction for the original essay (we
call this para2para).

A drawback of the above mentioned augmenta-
tion is that the length of each example is reduced
to 80 words on average. In some instance, that can
be as short as 2 sentences. This might be too short
for a model to pickup meaningful features. There-
fore, we also use another augmentation method:
(3) using the separated paragraphs to create a data
pool, where paragraphs written by the same L1
language writers and for the same prompts (top-
ics) are grouped together. We then can use those
groups to construct essays by randomly sampling
5 paragraphs within the same group. Therefore,
our third method fabricates 2000 essays per essay
prompt and create a new training set of 176,000
essays (we call this emulated essays) by sampling
the paragraph groups.

We also explore the performance gain of our
linear models these data augmentation techniques,
which is actually valid since the features we use
does not involve semantic things.

4 Approach

4.1 ”Shallow” Supervised Learning

4.1.1 Feature Extraction
The following features are extracted from the
dataset and later on feed to the classifiers. These
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Figure 1: Data Augmentation Process

features are content-based. Since the distribution
of prompt and languages are even, these features
can be used without the risk of topic inflation.

Word n-gram: A writer or speaker’s native
language may influence his/her choice of words,
as well as how those words would be used
together. Based on this assumption, we count
the occurrence of every n-gram and use them as
a feature. Intuitively, unigram is of the greatest
importance and we also concatenate higher order
n-gram like bigram and trigram. These features
are normalized to between 0 and 1 by term
frequencyinverse document frequency (tf-idf).

Character n-gram: To further capture a
writer use of words, spellings, and punctuations,
we use every character n-gram as feature. We
focus on n-gram that is around the average length
of English word, which is about 5. These features
are also normalized by tf-idf.

Part-Of-Speech n-gram: Part-Of-Speech(POS)
tags signify the syntactic role of words in the
essay: example roles include verb, nouns, ad-
jective, etc. We use Natural Language Toolkit
(NLTK)(Bird and Klein, 2009) on python to
generate POS tags. The toolkit uses tagset from
Penn Treebank Project. For the complete list of
POS categories, please refer to Appendix. We
use unigram, bigram, and trigram and normalize
by tf-idf. We further combine word and its POS
tag and create n-grams features on the pairs. This
captures the use of homonyms by different native
speakers.

Function Words: Function words are words
that is strongly independent of topic and context,
and serves as syntactic tools that express the
grammatical relations between words. By looking
only at function words, we can capture the
grammatical habit of the writers. We used a list of

321 function words and construct binary features
of whether each of them exists in an essay.

4.1.2 Classifiers
We experiment with multiple classifiers that are
capable of performing multiclass classifications.
These includes: Linear SVM, Logistic Regres-
sion, Perceptron, Decision Tree, K-nearest neigh-
bors. We also use ensemble classification with
voting to combine multiple classification algo-
rithm. However, we find that SVM performs the
best, which is what we later focus on. This concurs
with the fact that most previous work uses SVM as
their classifier.

4.2 Neural Networks

4.2.1 LSTM-based BRNN
We propose an LSTM-based bi-directional re-
current neural network(BRNN) (Berglund et al.,
2015) to extract the semantic meaning of the es-
says, which is then used as the features to predict
the L1 class.

RNN is a kind of neural network whose inter-
nal states exhibit dynamic temporal behavior so
that it is widely used to process sequential data
to incorporate information of the whole sequence.
BRNN can be trained using all available input in-
formation in the past and future of a specific time
frame. LSTM is a special architecture that allows
the learning of long-term dependencies.

We apply the GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014)
pre-trained word vectors to represent each word
in the essays. GloVe is an unsupervised learning
algorithm for obtaining vector representations for
words developed by Stanford NLP Group, which
is an effective representation of the the linguistic
or semantic meaning of the words. The pre-trained
vectors were trained on Wikipedia 2014 and Giga-
word 5, which contains 6 billion tokens and a vo-
cabulary of 400K uncased words. The sequence of

Figure 2: Dynamic LSTM-based BRNN. Vi is the GloVe
vector of the ith word in the essay; l is the length of the essay.

GloVe vector representations of the words of each
essay are fed to a dynamic RNN with LSTM cells.
The final forward and backward states are com-
bined fed to a fully connected layer to predict the



L1 class.

4.2.2 Character-level CNN
Inspired by the successful use of convolution neu-
ral network in computer vision, several natural
language processing work has started trying us-
ing CNN in text classification [ref1] and obtained
good results. The Char-CNN network is simple to
design and ease the burden of heavy feature engi-
neering. Specifically, works involved CNN treat-
ing text as raw signal at character level, and then
extract information from them. This is powerful
when we are more interested in the ’pattern’ of the
text. This fits our task just right, since the seman-
tic information in L1 language identification is in
general not useful.

To use CNN, we first need to vectorize the in-
put character. A common way to do this is sim-
ply using one-hot vector for each character. We
then perform 1-D convolution operation in tempo-
ral dimension, followed by a pooling layers and
a non-linear threshold layer. The final network is
a VGG-like network, where fully-connected lay-
ers are added on the top. We will represent the fi-
nal network structure in the following Experiment
Section.

5 Experiments and Discussion

5.1 Engineered Features

Features are selected and engineered for essays
and speech transcription task separately, then com-
bined to perform the fusion task.

With word n-gram, we find that using un-
igram/bigram/trigram together works the best.
Adding 4-gram does not improve validation accu-
racy and significantly increase feature space. This
applies to both essay and speech transcription.

With character n-gram, we select the n-gram
range from 5 to 7. This range covers slightly more
than the average word length of 5, and strengthen
the feature set when combing with word unigram.
However, such features works well in essay but not
in speech transcription.

When using POS tags, we pair them with the
corresponding words, and vectorized them with 1
to 3 n-gram. We find it to work better than us-
ing POS tags along. This is because it can cap-
ture the way writer use words while also taking
the grammatical structure into considerations. As
with character n-gram, POS tags does not improve
accuracy in speech transcription. Since the tran-

scription contains many speech disfluency, POS
tags are often rubbish.

Including function words in features also im-
prove accuracies by a bit. We find that construct-
ing binary vector of the 321 function words per-
forms the best. Since the sequence of using func-
tion words can barely convey any characteristic
of writings, constructing n-gram from function
words is senseless. These features does not work
in speech transcription as POS tags for similar rea-
sons.

5.2 SVM & Feature Importance

As alluded to in the Approach section, we exper-
imented with various multiclass classifiers to find
out that SVM outperforms others. Using ensemble
classifier does not improve accuracy but dramati-
cally increase complexity. Therefore, we ended up
using solely SVM.

With our engineered feature from the aug-
mented dataset (para2essay), SVM is able to
achieve 84% accuracy on validation data, which
is an improvement of 72% from baseline (Fig-
ure ***). The accuracy with out engineered fea-
ture on original dataset is 78%. Therefore, it
is an indication that the model can potentially
perform better with larger dataset and that the
model is not yet overfitted. The lower accuracy in
para2para dataset suggests that a short paragraph
is not enough to determine the native language, the
model needs to scan over the whole essay to make
better predictions.

To analyze which features are more important
in making classification decisions, the coefficients
of SVM model are sorted and the top five in clas-
sifying an example to be positive and negative for
each class is summarized in the below tables.

Arabic
Pos ’alot’ (word unigram), ’and’ (word

unigram), ’alot nn’(POS unigram),
’alot of’ (word bigram), ’alot nn
of in’ (POS bigram)

Neg ’i prp’ (POS unigram), ’can’ (func-
tion binary), ’often’ (binary function),
’too’ (binary function), ’only’ (binary
function)

Chinese



Pos ’the’ (word unigram), the dt( POS
unigram), ’will’ ( binary function),
china ( word unigram), ’more jjr’(
POS unigram)

Neg ’an’(binary function), ’that’( un-
igram), i prp( POS unigram),
whereas(binary function), korea
(word unigram)

French
Pos ’indeed’ (word unigram), indeed rb (

POS unigram), ’conclude vb’ ( POS
unigram), whereas(binary function),
instance(word unigram)

Neg ’above’( binary function), ’ there’
(binary function), ’get’(binary func-
tion), ’till’( binary function), ’con-
clude vb’( POS unigram)

German
Pos ’furthermore’(word unigram), ger-

many(word unigram), ’nearly’(binary
function) , ’a dt’(POS unigram),
’anymore’(word unigram)

Neg ’we’ (binary function), ’i nn’(POS
unigram), , an(char 5-gram) , ,
and(char 5-gram), ’technology’(word
unigram)

Hindi
Pos ’hence’(binary function), ’to-

wards’(binary function), of(word
unigram), geneation (word unigram) ,
’as compared to’(word trigram)

Neg that wdt( POS unigram), ’ago’(word
unigram), because’(word uni-
gram), ’because in( POS unigram),
’the’(binary function)

Italian
Pos ’in fact’(word bigram), ’italian’(word

unigram), ’italy’(word unigram),
’italian jj’(POS unigram), ’in in
fact nn’(POS bigram)

Neg ’get’(binary function), ’may’(binary
function), ’which’(binary func-
tion) ’it prp’(POS unigram) ,’any-
body’(binary function)

Japanese

Pos ’japan nnp’(POS unigram),
’japan’(word unigram), ’in
japan’(word bigram), ’in in
japan nnp’(POS bigram),
’japanese’(word unigram)

Neg ’a dt(POS bigram),’hence’(binary
function), ’korea’(word unigram),
’an’(binary function), ’he’(binary
function)

Korean
Pos ’korea’(word unigram), ’korea nnp’

(POS unigram), ’korea’(char 5-gram),
’Korean’(unigram), ’kore’(char 4-
gram)

Neg ’the’(word unigram),’either’(binary
function), ’in japan’(word bigram),
’this’(binary function), ’in’(word
unigram)

Spanish
Pos ’that wdt’ (POS unigram),

’etc fw’(POS unigram), ’that’(word
unigram), that(char 5-gram), difer-
ent(word unigram)

Neg ’which’(binary function),
’from’(binary function), ’especially’
(word unigram), ’especially rb’(POS
unigram), ’often’(binary function)

Telugu
Pos ’by’(binary function), ’state-

ment’(word unigram), ’days nns’
(POS unigram), ’days’ (word uni-
gram), ’i nn’(POS unigram)

Neg ’just’(binary function), ’or’(binary
function), ’you’(binary function),
’however’(word unigram), ’how-
ever rb’ (POS unigram)

Turkish
Pos ’turkey’ (word unigram),

’turkey nnp’(POS unigram),
’an’(binary function), ’turk’ (char
4-gram), ’agree’ (word unigram)

Neg ’often’(binary function),
’might’(binary function),
’through’(binary function),
’could’(binary function), ’state-
ment’(word unigram)

There are a few observations that can be made
from the table. 1) words related to the home
country of these writers are strong indications of
their native language. For instance, ’china’ appear
in top five important features for Chinese class;
’germany’ for German class; ’turkey’ for Turkish



class; ’italy’, ’italian’ for Italian class, etc. Partic-
ularly, the top five positive features for Japanese
class are all variations of the word ’japan’ or
’japanese’, or ’in japan’ in either POS unigram,
word unigram, for character n-gram forms. Same
observation can be made for Korean class, top
positive features are all ’korea’. 2) For classes
that are often confused, the name of the opposite
country would appear in the negative feature of
the confused class. For example, while Korean
and Japanese are often confused (please see Fig-
ure *** for confusion matrix), ’korea’ appear in
top five negative features for Japanese class and
’in japan’ appear in top five negative features for
Korean class. Another observation is that, 3) there
are certain habit of word choice and spelling from
different classes. Eg. Arabic seems to like to use
’alot’ over ’a lot’; Italian likes to use ’in fact’;
French likes to use ’indeed’; Spanish seems to
mispell ’different’ as ’diferent’ very often.

5.3 LSTM-based BRNN

We experiment with the dynamic LSTM-based
BRNN suggested in 4.2.1. The glove.60B.50d
vectors are used. The maximum length of the es-
says is 876, hence the maximum sequence length
is 876. We experiment with different ranges of
learning rate and size of hidden states. However,
the softmax cross-entropy loss of the 11 classes
is always around 2.4, meaning the model cannot
learn anything from the GloVe vector representa-
tion of the essays. We also try to use the 49993
separated paragraphs suggested in 3.2 as training
data and truncate the paragraphs to the maximum
length of 100, 200 and 300, but the model doesn’t
converge either. We can infer that semantic mean-
ing of the essays doesn’t contribute much to the
classification task of the L1.

5.4 Char-CNN

In this section we explain the details of our experi-
ment in Char-CNN. The best network structure we
used is as follows:

where the non-linearity is rectifier (relu). All
the hyper-parameters, including convolution depth
and filter size are cross-validated. Multiple max-
pooling layer with stride 2 and a large dropout rate
(p = 0.5) is used to address overfitting. We use
Adam optimizer with 10−3 as base rate, followed
by pice-wise rate decay. The results are shown in
figure 4 and figure 5.

Characters:
i,a,g,r,e,e,t,h…

Embedding 
Layer

Conv_5x5x64
+non-linear

Max-pooling

Conv_5x5x128
+non-linear

Max-pooling
Conv_3x3x256

+non-linear
X3

Conv_3x3x512
+non-linear

Max-pooling

Fully-connected
+non-linear

Fully-connected
+non-linear

dropout

dropout

Output Layer

Figure 3: Char-CNN Model

Figure 4: Training Loss of Char-CNN

Figure 5: Accuracy Curve of Char-CNN



We can see that the network is able to overfit
on the training data, however, severe overfit prob-
lem occurs and the results on development sets are
bad. Note that the figures we shown are tested on
para2para data, though for the other data the loss
and accuracy figures are pretty much the same.
The results for other argument data are shown in
the following table:

Model/Dataset baseline Para2Para
Emulated

essays
Baseline

SVM
72% 76% 75%

Char-CNN 26.8% 32.2% 40%

Table 1: Model Score

We can see that by using data argumentation,
the accuracy increases from 26% to 40%. Nev-
ertheless, the best Char-CNN model is still far
from being able to compare with baseline uni-
gram SVM, suffering from heavy overfitting is-
sue. There are two possible reasons on this: 1.
Although the data argumentation is useful, the
amount of data is still not enough to let CNN to
learn well; 2. The Char-CNN structure is unable
to correctly capture the useful information, i.e. it
is memorizing the text, not counting the statistics.
This can be inferred from the fact that it fits the
training set well, but does not generalize to the
development set. These reason suggest that we
both need a large amount of good data to let the
network filter irrelevant information, and also a
more careful network design to learn the under-
lying statistics, instead of the text. However, due
to the limit of time, we terminate this direction and
switch back to the linear classifier.

5.5 Models Comparison and Analysis

5.5.1 Models Comparison
Table 2 shows the accuracy of different mod-
els. Several models achieve an accuracy of 84%.
The simplest one is the Feature Engineering SVM
trained on para2essay, in which we combine the
character n-grams, word n-grams, POS n-grams
and functions as the features, train a single SVM
on the separated paragraphs we described on 3.2
and use the whole essay while testing. We apply
classifiers ensemble on this model, but the accu-
racy doesn’t improve. We also add features of the

corresponding speech transcription to each sample
of this model, but the accuracy doesn’t improve as
well.

5.5.2 Classification Results Analysis

Figure 6: Confusion matrix on test set

Figure 7: Test classification results

Figure 6 and 7 shows the confusion matrix and
the test classification results of each L1 generated
by the feature engineering SVM model trained and
tested with Para2Essay that combines the word,
character, POS n-grams and function words and
uses a single SVM classifier. We can see that
HIN(Hindi) is the hardest L1 to be identified from
the essays, which is very intuitive since English
is one of the official language in India and Indian
are good at English, making their written English
more standard and less regionally characteristic.
Italian turns out to be the easiest L1 to identify,
which may due to the fact that Italian is more sim-
ilar to English than the other languages and Italian
tend to bring some characteristic of their own lan-
guage to the writing and speaking of English.

6 Conclusion

In this project we experimented both the linear
model and deep learning model to approach the
2017 Native Language Identification competition.
Our work shows the following conclusions and
contributions:



Model vs. Dataset
Original
tokenized
essays

Para2Para Para2Essay
Emulated
essays

Speech
transcrip-
tion

Fusion

Baseline SVM 72% 76% 69% 75% 52% 75%
Feature Eng. SVM 81% - 84% - 59% 84%

Feat. Eng. Ensemble - - 84% - - -
Bi-LSTM 9.6% 11.3% - - - -
Char-CNN 26.8% 32.2% - 40% - -
State-of-art - - - - - 85.3%

Table 2: Accuracy of different models. Para2Para is trained on the separated paragraphs and tested on the separated paragraphs
then using max-pooling; Para2Essay is trained on the separated paragraphs and tested on the whole essays; Emulated essays is
trained on the randomly fabricated essays; See 3.2 for more details. Fusion is trained on the combined features of the essays
and the speech transcriptions

• Our best model is able to achieve 84%, single
model, approaching the state-of-the-art.

• Linear model with proper feature design
beats common deep neural network model
(CNN & LSTM) in the given dataset;

• The best model uses features of word uni-
gram/bigram/trigram, character 5/6/7-gram,
POS unigram/bigram/trigram, function
words binary features.

• Words strongly related to the home country
of writers are strong indications of their na-
tive language. i.e, the name of their country,
and the name of the language the speak.

• Writers exhibit certain habits of word choice
and spelling that with further analysis, could
be useful for educational purposes.

• Hindi is the hardest L1 to identify and the
possible reason is that India are good at En-
glish since English is the official language
of India. Italian is the easiest L1 to identify
which may due to the fact that Italian is more
similar to English and Italian tend to bring
some characteristic of their own language to
the writing and speaking of English.

• Semantic information is in general not useful
for NLI.

• Speech transcription is not as useful as essay
because of short response (in this dataset),
and speech disfluency.

7 Future Work

There are several possible ways to further explore
the performance of NLI task. One is to collect

more data, so as to build a more complicated deep
model; another alternative way might be, extract-
ing the last layer of char-cNN and together with
the features used in linear model, to build a multi-
layer perceptual neural network. Since the CNN-
feature alone is able to achieve 40% we can con-
clude that character-level feature is useful.
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Appendix

Penn Treebank Project POS tags
Tag Description
CC Coordinating conjunction
CD Cardinal number
DT Determiner
EX Existential there
FW Foreign word
IN Preposition or subordinating conjunction
JJ Adjective
JJR Adjective, comparative
JJS Adjective, superlative
LS List item marker
MD Modal
NN Noun, singular or mass
NNS Noun, plural
NNP Proper noun, singular
NNPS Proper noun, plural
PDT Predeterminer
POS Possessive ending
PRP Personal pronoun
PRP$ Possessive pronoun
RB dverb
RBR Adverb, comparative
RBS Adverb, superlative
RP Particle
SYM Symbol
TO to
UH Interjection
VB Verb, base form
VBD Verb, past tense
VBG Verb, gerund or present participle
VBN Verb, past participle
VBP Verb, non-3rd person singular present
VBZ Verb, 3rd person singular present
WDT Wh-determiner
WP Wh-pronoun
WP$ Possessive wh-pronoun
WRB Wh-adverb
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